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IMAware is a program for Windows to quickly scan your computer for instant messaging programs. IMAware is for parents and business
that want to know what instant messengers are installed on their computers. To ensure faster results, IMAware will take advantage of
Windows Desktop Search if it is available. IMAware can detect the following instant messengers: ￭ AOL Instant Messenger ￭ Google
Talk ￭ Miranda IM ￭ MSN / Windows Live Messenger ￭ MySpace IM ￭ Trillian ￭ Vypress Chat ￭ Windows Messenger IMAware does
not provide any means to remove found instant messengers. Once found, if desired, the instant messengers can be removed by their
respective uninstallation or by manual deletion. Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 2.0 (Can be downloaded and installed during
IMAware's setup if necessary) This is an updated version of the previous IMAware Patch... IMAware has changed the license from
"Demo" to "Free". It's not illegal to make a program that demos stuff in the Internet for free. IMAware is a program for Windows to
quickly scan your computer for instant messaging programs. IMAware is for parents and business that want to know what instant
messengers are installed on their computers. To ensure faster results, IMAware will take advantage of Windows Desktop Search if it is
available. IMAware can detect the following instant messengers: ￭ AOL Instant Messenger ￭ Google Talk ￭ Miranda IM ￭ MSN /
Windows Live Messenger ￭ MySpace IM ￭ Trillian ￭ Vypress Chat ￭ Windows Messenger IMAware does not provide any means to
remove found instant messengers. Once found, if desired, the instant messengers can be removed by their respective uninstallation or by
manual deletion. Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 2.0 (Can be downloaded and installed during IMAware's setup if necessary)
IMAware Description: IMAware is a program for Windows to quickly scan your computer for instant messaging programs. IMAware is
for parents and business that want to know what instant messengers are installed on their computers. To ensure faster results, IMAware
will take advantage of Windows Desktop Search if it is available. IM
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IMAware is a program for Windows to quickly scan your computer for instant messaging programs. IMAware is for parents and business
that want to know what instant messengers are installed on their computers. To ensure faster results, IMAware will take advantage of
Windows Desktop Search if it is available. IMAware can detect the following instant messengers: ￭ AOL Instant Messenger ￭ Google
Talk ￭ Miranda IM ￭ MSN / Windows Live Messenger ￭ MySpace IM ￭ Trillian ￭ Vypress Chat ￭ Windows Messenger IMAware does
not provide any means to remove found instant messengers. Once found, if desired, the instant messengers can be removed by their
respective uninstallation or by manual deletion. Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 2.0 (Can be downloaded and installed during
IMAware's setup if necessary) Original Work by: Light My Fire Software Themes from the Light My Fire site can be installed on
IMAware for Windows 7 or 8 for free, by visiting Light My Fire Your computer will need to be running an internet browser that supports
HTML 5. IMAware is a program for Windows to quickly scan your computer for instant messaging programs. IMAware is for parents
and business that want to know what instant messengers are installed on their computers. To ensure faster results, IMAware will take
advantage of Windows Desktop Search if it is available. IMAware can detect the following instant messengers: ￭ AOL Instant Messenger
￭ Google Talk ￭ Miranda IM ￭ MSN / Windows Live Messenger ￭ MySpace IM ￭ Trillian ￭ Vypress Chat ￭ Windows Messenger
IMAware does not provide any means to remove found instant messengers. Once found, if desired, the instant messengers can be
removed by their respective uninstallation or by manual deletion. Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 2.0 (Can be downloaded and
installed during IMAware's setup if necessary) IMAware Description: IMAware is a program for Windows to quickly scan your computer
for instant messaging programs. IMAware is for parents and business that want to know what instant messengers are installed on their
computers. To ensure faster results, IMAware will take advantage of Windows Desktop 77a5ca646e
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A program for Windows to quickly scan your computer for instant messaging programs. IMAware is for parents and business that want to
know what instant messengers are installed on their computers. To ensure faster results, IMAware will take advantage of Windows
Desktop Search if it is available. IMAware can detect the following instant messengers: ￭ AOL Instant Messenger ￭ Google Talk ￭
Miranda IM ￭ MSN / Windows Live Messenger ￭ MySpace IM ￭ Trillian ￭ Vypress Chat ￭ Windows Messenger IMAware does not
provide any means to remove found instant messengers. Once found, if desired, the instant messengers can be removed by their
respective uninstallation or by manual deletion. Search for Instant Messengers Search for any Instant Messenger in your computer. It will
help you know your registered instant messenger that you can access any information about it, and you can remove the registered Instant
Messenger with the help of IMAware tool. Features: Download and Install it: It will quickly scan your computer for installed Instant
Messenger. Display Program Name and Logon: Display the program name and logon. Display Information: Display information such as
the program version and program directory of the registered Instant Messenger. You can remove the registered Instant Messenger with
the help of IMAware tool. Outlook Express Search Engine A small utility that lets you scan your computer for Outlook Express
registered instant messaging programs. To ensure faster results, IMAware will take advantage of Windows Desktop Search if it is
available. IMAware is for parents and business that want to know what instant messengers are installed on their computers. To ensure
faster results, IMAware will take advantage of Windows Desktop Search if it is available. IMAware can detect the following instant
messengers: ￭ AOL Instant Messenger ￭ Google Talk ￭ Miranda IM ￭ MSN / Windows Live Messenger ￭ MySpace IM ￭ Trillian ￭
Vypress Chat ￭ Windows Messenger IMAware does not provide any means to remove found instant messengers. Once found, if desired,
the instant messengers can be removed by their respective uninstallation or by manual deletion. Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 2.0
(Can be downloaded and installed during IMAware's setup if necessary) Description

What's New In IMAware?

IMAware quickly scans your computer for instant messaging programs. QuickScan: ￭ Detects/Scans for all installed instant messengers
on a local computer. FullScan: ￭ Detects and scans for all installed instant messengers on the local computer and the Internet. Setting Up:
￭ IMAware will automatically detect all instant messaging programs installed on your computer. ￭ You can specify whether to only
detect or to only scan for instant messaging programs. ￭ You can use IMAware's QuickScan to simply detect all instant messaging
programs or to detect and to scan for instant messaging programs. ￭ You can use IMAware's FullScan to detect and to scan for all instant
messaging programs or to detect and to scan for all instant messaging programs and the Internet. Scanning ￭ Each instant messaging
program is displayed in IMAware's main window. If you are not satisfied with the detection and/or scanning results, you can use the
Remove button on the bottom right corner of the window to remove the instant messaging program. ￭ You can select from the menu on
the top left the detection and/or scanning method you would like to use. You can also select from the menu on the top left the results to
display. The results are categorized as: ￭ Found: The instant messaging program was detected and/or scanned on the computer. ￭ Not
Found: The instant messaging program was not detected and/or scanned on the computer. ￭ OK: The instant messaging program was
found but the scanning results were not satisfactory. ￭ Wrong or Unknown: The instant messaging program was not found but the
scanning results were not satisfactory. ￭ Error: An error occurred while trying to scan for and detect instant messaging programs. ￭
Warning: IMAware has detected an error when trying to scan for and detect instant messaging programs. Tips: ￭ To detect and to scan
for instant messaging programs and the Internet, use IMAware's FullScan. ￭ To detect and to scan for instant messaging programs, but
not the Internet, use IMAware's QuickScan. ￭ To detect and to scan for the Internet, but not the instant messaging programs, use
IMAware's FullScan, but with the option to hide detected instant messaging programs from the scan results. ￭ To detect and to scan for
instant messaging programs and the Internet and the option to display a list of the installed instant messaging programs, use IMAware's
FullScan. ￭ To detect and to scan for instant messaging programs but not the Internet,
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System Requirements For IMAware:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions) Processor: Intel Core i3, Core i5, Core i7 Memory:
4GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 Ti, AMD Radeon HD 7700, Intel HD 4000 DirectX: Version 9.0c Storage: 25GB Sound
Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Additional Notes: Notes: Release Date: 23rd of October 2018
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